
The   
 Messenger
Accelerator
Recart’s No Risk, “Do it for You” Service 



Vision 
Trying new marketing tech can be difficult and
overwhelming, especially when that tech operates
in a new channel.

We wanted to give our agency partners
something actionable and powerful to give
to their clients, without asking them for too
much of their time.

Thus, we created the Messenger
Accelerator, a zero-risk software +
service provided by Recart for any agency
partner’s clients generating over $800k/y.



A free, fully-managed                    account incl. setup1

2

3

4

30 min. strategy session w/ one of our growth experts

What 

Dedicated client success manager

10% on average total revenue growth

You'll
Get



1. Download                    on the Shopify app store 

2. Connect your FB page to                   on our backend 

3. Book a 30 min. session w/ one of our growth experts 

4. In the session, we will strategize and decide on what

growth tools to use based on the brand's direction and

the client's needs

5. Wait up to 2 days for the initial flows to be built

6. Approve the built flows, launch, and rake in $$$ + Subs

7. Repeat 5. & 6. for other growth tools, flows, and one-

off holiday campaigns we decide to utilize

8. Begin talks to move forward with a                    plan

once $10k in extra revenue has been generated  

How Exactly
is this

Achieved?
A Step by Step breakdown of the Accelerator

(details on next slide)



Commission is a very small %
It starts at ~2% of sales attributed and goes
down gradually with volume to ~1.5%

Our pricing is commission
based on sales
Sales are attributed through 3 day view
through in Messenger after any bot action

Fair Pricing.

Plans as short as 2 months
available

Pricing includes a full service,
dedicated success manager
We pride ourselves in our continuous
management-like service. Let us handle this
marketing channel so you can focus on
growing other parts of your business



Why Try the
Accelerator? 

PRICING IS
COMISSION BASED

Free to start + fair pricing based off of
what we generate for you thereafter.  

WE DO
EVERYTHING

Make Money and SAVE Money + time!

OPEN YOUR
BUSINESS TO A
NEW CHANNEL

A new channel means a world of new
opportunities to generate buzz + money

Honorable Mentions include....
1. To incr. open rates on marketing communication                

 (90% on avg.)

2. To reduce friction on your popups (4 taps = 2 owned channels)

3. To add value to your FB and Instagram ad strategies w/ 

 Click-to-Messenger

4. To boost social media engagement w/ Comment-to-Messenger

5. To educate consumers and tell a brand's story

 



recart.com/become-a-
partner

619-559-4059nick@recart.com

Contact Nick Romaya, Head of Partnerships, to learn more! 
Questions?


